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hunches
b y DION GARRETT S e n i o r Pa s t o r

COVID-19, and the fallout surrounding it, has been
surreal for all of us—I’m no exception.
• March 7 & 8 weekend, we planted our seed packs
in our new landscaping beds.
• March 14 & 15 weekend, we celebrated the
installation of our new, illuminated Pathfinder
entry sign.
• March 23 & 24 weekend, our campus went dark.
Short of full-on persecution against Christians, never
have I imagined a scenario where the people of
God wouldn’t be able to meet together to worship.
I realize we’re dealing with a global crisis, but the
local timing of it felt so odd to me. We finish years of
work to improve our campus the weekend before we
have to temporarily close our campus, what are you
up to Lord?

“Who has known the mind of the Lord?
Or who has been his counselor?”
Romans 11:34
While those words from Paul are good to keep in
mind, I’ve gone from being frustrated and confused
to having several hunches about how God is at work
through these strange times. I’d love to share some
of them with you.
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1•
MINISTRY HAS ALWAYS
BEEN THE POINT
I found those words in a note to myself back in early
January, “The ministry has always been the point.”
All throughout our NEXT vision, the point was never
nicer buildings, better gathering spaces, or clearer
wayfinding. The point has always been the life-giving
ministry God does here. For years, we’ve seen and
heard about all that God is doing in people’s lives who
are a part of our faith community, and not wanting to
“hide it under a bushel, NO!” We decided to remove
barriers and blinders that were keeping our light
from shining in our community. But those things were
a means to an end; the ministry has always been
the point.
That said, it’s easy for a leader and a congregation to
miss the point sometimes. This shutdown of our
physical campus has immediately jolted our staff into
questions about the ministry. How do we continue
life-giving ministry to people when we can’t gather
them? What a refreshing challenge! And you can see
how our staff has risen to the occasion. In addition to
putting out more pastoral-driven digital content
than ever before (Hope Updates, Midweek Worship,
Pathfinder Unscripted, and Weekend Services), we
have also:
• Started new virtual small groups and grown
old ones.
• Connected with middle school and high school
students in new ways (using Minecraft and online
games and various social apps). Also, created
a new YouTube show called “The Weekly Show.”
• Had new opportunities to care for the most
vulnerable in our church and community using
healthy volunteer advocates.
• Started offering drive-up communion, while other
churches simply stopped offering it.
• Innovated a new Drive-Thru Easter Eggstravaganza
that reached nearly 1,000 people (all in safe ways).
• Connected with kids at home through new digital
curriculum and parent guides to keep faith
conversations happening.
• Hosted a “Wine and Paint” night and a “Nourish”
retreat, all digitally, through Pathfinder Women.
• Started a new YouTube channel called “Daily
Lift” to help encourage and challenge men in the
various roles they carry, through Pathfinder Men.
• Created a virtual “Holy Week Experience” that took

people through the final hours of Jesus’ life and
was viewed over 2,200 times that week!
• Arguably reached more people with our Easter
Service than ever—we had over 3,300 views!
• Been featured as trailblazers and consultants
through St. John School (in West Newsmagazine
and the Post-Dispatch) to help other families who
were adopting to learning at home (something our
kids were better prepared for than most!).
Di scover m ore ways to take
a d va nta ge of ou r new m inistry
fo rm ats at pat h fin de r st l.o rg /re s o u rce s .
There’s simply too much to list! Point is, there’s no
question that although our campus is a great blessing,
the ministry is the point.

2•
THE MISSION IS IN
YOUR HANDS
People have always been the carriers of the
mission; the staff members are simply the leaders.
Nevertheless, it’s easy to get that confused, but not
anymore! We see, more clearly than ever, that all
of us have a small circle of people over whom we
have influence. My ordination vows didn’t give me
supernatural reach or sway over masses of people.
YOU are uniquely positioned to reach people that I
never could. In the era of social distancing, God is
revealing once again how influence really works. If
we are going to share Jesus’ love with as many as
possible, and invite them to take a step into the lifegiving Kingdom of God, it takes YOU; your influence
is essential!
There has never been a better time to invite someone
to try out our church. Everyone has a lot less going
on and they’re all asking deep spiritual questions. The
invite is in your hands, just like it has always been. No
one will take a step toward Jesus, true LIFE, and his
Kingdom Wholeness unless you invest a little in them
and invite them to find out more. That’s always been
the way Jesus brings people to himself, God is using
this moment to help us see it more clearly.

continued on page 3
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3•
THERE’S STILL A NEED
FOR CHURCHES
Since before I even became a pastor, the death of
Christianity has been talked about as a certainty.
Maybe not the faith itself, but the institution, including
churches. Call me an optimist or call me an idiot,
I made the decision to pursue full-time ministry in the
church anyway, believing that, no matter what, the
world would always need strong leaders and strong
churches. Every once in a while, I question if that’s
still true. COVID-19 has shown me that the world still
needs strong churches!
Look at how powerful it is when we partner together.
It’s possible that our church’s reach is greater than
ever in this unique moment. That’s because of the
ministry our staff thoughtfully creates and the work
you do to share it. That’s not the case everywhere,
of every church, so let’s not take that for granted.
But right now God is showing us that people, as much
as ever, are drawn to the light that churches, like ours,
bring into the world.

4•
A STRONG CHURCH TAKES
ALL OF US
Great. Just want you needed, yet another reminder
that “We’re in this together!” As a church family,
that’s always been true. Yet, when it comes to
serving or financial giving, there has often been
a lopsidedness, where a few have done the work
of many.
Financial giving has been on a steady decline since
this crisis began—including some really scary weekly
numbers recently. That’s no surprise, of course, if you
happen to be out of work, then even a 10% tithe is
still $0. Or maybe you’re experiencing wage cuts,
a sharp decline in your portfolio, or health challenges.
Right now, no non-profit leader is surprised to see
a drop in giving. But the world still needs strong
churches. If you’re someone who is not currently
supporting Pathfinder, I’m especially asking you to
support our work now.
At the beginning of the crisis, we saw some of our
faithful givers dig deep and give as generously as ever,
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but those gifts aren’t repeatable. God is showing us
that this is not a burden only a few can carry—
especially not now. It’ll take all of us to keep our
church strong so our ministry can go forward.

When I graduated from college, my first job was on
staff here at Pathfinder coordinating our weekend
worship volunteers. The central hub of that position
was the sanctuary lobby. What had once been the
best space to cartwheel in, was now where I spent
weekends alongside amazing volunteers, investing
time and energy into making everyone who walked
across the threshold feel that they belonged here.

It might be helpful for you to know that our biggest
budget expense is our staff. From the time of the
New Testament, followers of Jesus held the mission
in their hands, but there was always a Paul, a James,
a Peter… there were elders and an organization that
helped direct, protect, and lead the movement
forward. That’s still true today.

To this day, I know the lobby inside and out. But
while I might be familiar with the physical space
of the lobby, it’s the people who had the biggest
impact on me. While they each taught me valuable
and unique life lessons, throughout my time on staff
a theme began to show that applies to every person:

I’m deeply grateful for the staff God has assembled
here at Pathfinder. They are some of the finest,
most dedicated servants I have ever met. But we’re
at risk of losing them, as the economic fallout of this
pandemic plays out. This crisis has shown me that
while we can still continue the mission and do great
ministry when our campus is shut down, because
of our gifted staff, we cannot do much with a great
campus and no leaders to direct ministry. You
may have heard recently that God provided us a
tremendous short-term reprieve through a forgivable
PPP loan. It has enabled us to keep our staff in place
right now. But that’s a short-term solution.
God is showing us how much we all matter to keeping
our church strong. The world needs strong churches.
So I’m inviting YOU—all of you—to do what you can to
invest in our mission.
God knows what he’s doing, even when we are
blindsided, rattled, and confused. He’s always working
in us and through us. While no one can know the mind
of the Lord, I clearly see his hand at work right now.
If you can’t see him in your circumstances, ask for his
Spirit to help you see, and, with time and openness,
you will! We may never understand everything God is
doing, but one thing we can always count on is that
he’s with us and always for us!

What can you do to keep our church strong?
Give • pathfinderstl.org/give
Whether a one-time or recurring gift, anything helps!

Serve • pathfinderstl.org/serve
When fully open, it takes hundreds of volunteers to
make one weekend happen here.

Invite • pathfinderstl.org/watch
Invest in your neighbors and friends (even from 6ft
away) & invite them to experience our unique ministry.

1. You have God-given gifts: God uniquely created
you with gifts. He delights when we discover these
gifts and take time to grow them. Using our gifts
is both a reminder and a recognition of his role as
Creator. Not only do we need to take the time to
cultivate our gifts, but we also need to appreciate
the gifts that God has placed in other people.
2. Your church needs your gifts: Our ministry at
Pathfinder is bold in its efforts to seek the lost. This
mission needs you. If God delights when we discover
and use our gifts, how much more does he delight
when we use these gifts for His mission?!

T H E FU L L
CIRCL E
b y A N N M A R I E WA L L I S
Member-at-Large,
Pa t h f i n d e r C h u r c h B o a r d o f D i r e c t o r s
I learned how to do a cartwheel in the Pathfinder
lobby. As a child, the long, carpeted space offered
an open invitation. I remember Sunday after Sunday,
going back and forth down the lobby after services,
while “patiently” waiting for my parents to finish
talking. The shout of glee when I had finally mastered
coming full circle was well worth the glare from
my mother and the unorthodox early exit we made
that day.

Our church is in an incredible position to make an
eternal difference in the lives of others. It is worthy
of your gifts and worthy of your time to help people
come to know the love and grace that Jesus offers
freely to them. If you are new to discovering your
gifts, I highly encourage you to give any staff member
at Pathfinder a call or go into our message archives
online and listen to The Nine Paths as a starting point.
Now serving as a member of the board of directors,
I can leverage the gifts God has placed in me, as
well as my professional marketing experience, to
further God’s kingdom vision. Talk about full circle!
Everything that God has placed in front of me – from
being a student at St. John School, a staff member,
a volunteer, to the people of our congregation who
have been a model for me my whole life – has led to
the continued formation of gifts that I can pour back
into Pathfinder and the people that God loves. I may
not cartwheel in the lobby anymore, but I can still
shout with glee when seeing God’s hand in my life.

pathfinderstl.org
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WHAT ABOUT...?
SERIES OVERVIEW & RECAP

PAT H F I N D E R U N S C R I P T E D
b y D O U G M AU S S P a s t o r
Want to know an amazing, simple trick for spiritual
growth? It’s this: simply talk about Pathfinder
Church’s weekly message with another person.
That’s it!
Want to know more? Here’s why:
Listening, by itself, is a passive activity. It doesn’t fire
up your brain in the same way as doing something
with the material you’ve heard. If you listen to
a message once, you might appreciate it in the
moment, but it won’t sink deep and transform your
heart and mind. It’d be like skimming a textbook
chapter once, and then being surprised when you
flunk the final at the end of the semester.
If we want God’s Word to truly impact our lives,
we have to do the work to let it sink deep into our
bones. And thankfully, that doesn’t require a seminary
education or memorizing entire books of the Bible.
We can integrate the wisdom of God simply by talking
about it with others! Intentional spiritual conversations
are the way we let God’s Word take root deep in our
hearts (Psalm 1).
But many people—even lifelong church attenders—
feel unequipped to have spiritual conversations
with others. They’re afraid they don’t have enough
familiarity with the Bible, know the right answers,
or live a "moral enough" life. And so they keep their
conversations on familiar, safe ground: kids, sports,
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TV. If someone has never seen spiritual conversations
modeled in their life, it’s too difficult to initiate one
with someone else.
And that is why we’ve started Pathfinder Unscripted!
It’s a new video podcast where the pastors get
together with two or three people and just talk about
the previous week’s message.
We’re not looking to show the “right” way to talk
about the Bible—just a fun and friendly way to talk
about how it intersects with our life and faith.
And don't be surprised if you see a panelist enjoying
a drink while we discuss life and faith. Because it’s
something that everyone can do, as an ordinary and
routine part of their lives. Some of Martin Luther’s
most important theological insights happened as
he drank beer and talked with students over dinner,
Those conversations were even written down in
a collection called “Table Talk.” In the same way, we
shouldn’t only reserve discussions of faith to church
on Sunday morning. But instead, we can invite friends,
family, neighbors, to have a meaningful chat about the
important things of life. Over drinks or not, through
casual conversation we can connect with others over
the life-giving truth of God.
And if you’d like a place to start, tune into your
pastors’ own spiritual conversations in Pathfinder
Unscripted, every Tuesday afternoon on YouTube!

PATHFINDERSTL.ORG/UNSCRIPTED

Life is messy. And faith doesn’t always provide simple
answers. But one thing always helps me hope and
trust in our faith: We have a God who is questionable.
By which I mean, He allows Himself to be questioned.
Our God could have no better “swagger” than to say,
“Bring me all your toughest questions. I can handle it!”
We see an ancient example of that dynamic between
God and his children in Habakkuk 2. The prophet
Habakkuk complains directly to God about the
unfairness of the world. “How come evil people seem
to triumph over good people?” “And isn’t that the
kind of thing a powerful, loving God is supposed to
prevent?” And after making his complaint and asking
his questions, Habakkuk says, “I will climb up to my
watchtower and stand at my guard post. There I will
wait to see what the Lord says and how he will answer
my complaint.”
And then—amazingly—God shows up! Our questions
are not too hard for him, and he receives them with
compassion and mercy.
And it’s in the spirit of Habakkuk that we kicked off
a message series on Easter called “What About…?”
where we invited people to text in questions and have
them answered as part of the message. We covered
various complex topics, such as death, sin, and the
Bible. We speculated on God’s intentions for humanity.
And we examined modern crux issues of morality that
divide our society.
It was gratifying to see how many of you sent in
questions. And it confirmed that we were covering
the right topics—important issues that don’t lend
themselves to easy, simplistic answers.
And speaking of difficult situations with no easy
answers—this was the first series that we did entirely
under the coronavirus lockdown against gatherings!
So we leaned heavily into different ways to engage

b y D O U G M AU S S P a s t o r

people with our messages online, because we couldn't
gather physically, in groups.
In addition to inviting live text feedback during the
message, we have several resources available to
people throughout the week:
We release each message as a podcast through the
iTunes store (and several other networks). We’ve
heard from several people who make a point of
subscribing and listening to Pathfinder Church
messages a second time. They’ve told us that they
pick up even more value the second time around!
We also continue to email our daily devotion that’s
based on the message’s Bible passage for the week.
It’s called Growing Deeper. And it provides 15 minutes’
worth of reflection, Bible reading, and thoughtful
questions for each day. It helps people personally
explore and unpack some of the themes from the
previous weekend’s message. If you aren’t already
receiving this daily weekday email, subscribe by
emailing Julie Lorenz at jlorenz@pathfinderstl.org.
And finally, as mentioned in the previous article, we
have our new weekly podcast, Pathfinder Unscripted.
This serves to provide a little extra “bonus” content
from the message, as well as modeling how people
can talk about spiritual topics with their friends,
co-workers, and family.

If you missed any of these engaging
message topics, you can find all of
the messages and Q & A's at
pathfinderstl.org/watch.

pathfinderstl.org
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CAN'T STOP THIS COMMUNITY
b y DAV I D JA M E S O N D i r e c t o r , C o m m u n i t y E n g a g e m e n t

I’ve been so impressed by the number and variety of ways our church family has found to stay
connected. I cannot thank you enough, and I continue to thank God, for how you have remained
committed to the mission to which God has called us! God has prepared us for such a time as this,
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and I cannot wait to see how He will continue to bless us going forward!
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UNSTOPPABLE
LEARNING
b y S C OT T O S B O U R N P r i n c i p a l , S t . J o h n S c h o o l
The 2019-20 school year placed a focus on several
exciting initiatives for St. John School. We walked
through a rigorous accreditation evaluation that
rated our school very highly. Our leadership team
identified five strategic areas of focus, which led
to improvements in school culture, leadership
structure, communication methods, and marketing
strategy. While these areas stand alone as features
to celebrate, I believe the biggest accomplishment
is transitioning to a Personalized Learning Academy.

What Will Your Legacy Become?

Next school year, we will begin our first year
delivering personalized learning in every
classroom. Over the past two years, it was clear
that our students receive outstanding academic
opportunities and perform well above the national
average on standardized tests. Students also
develop socially and emotionally through intentional
programming that honors the unique design of each
child. St. John School also prioritizes and fosters
spiritual development in each student.
Additionally, as our campus closed this Spring,
an Unstoppable Spirit emerged among our St. John
community and beyond. Few schools have the
capabilities to support a digital learning environment,
however, our school successfully entered into
distance learning utilizing the latest technology and
instructional methods. Our students continued to
progress through grade-level content, which helps to
ensure their preparedness to succeed at the next level.
The "Unstoppable Learning" campaign was launched
to celebrate hope and the resilience of St. John
School, as well as that of the St. Louis community.
I was so thankful that we had opportunities to lift
up others in our city and share the benefits of our
personalized learning approach, providing helpful
resources that share hope with our friends, families,
and neighbors throughout St. Louis.
If you know a family who could benefit from our
learning environment and caring community, here are
three ways you can introduce them to St. John School.
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b y T R AC Y D U N N D i r e c t o r, O p e r a t i o n s & F i n a n c e
The reality of COVID-19 has forced many individuals to address the “what if” scenarios. Most of us have
fortunately never dealt with anything like this—extended periods of isolation at home and prolonged social
distancing—in our lives. We have all been forced to face our fears in some way, whether it is the fear of falling ill,
losing a job, or having to spend time alone. With these anxieties and unknowns weighing on your mind, it might
feel like there’s suddenly a pressing need to get your affairs in order—just in case. Many people are reaching
out to finalize estate plans they have put off. Others are calling to start estate plans they thought about starting
years ago. As part of your planning, there are simple ways you can reach your charitable goals and leave
a legacy that lasts.

Make an Impact through your Estate
E XPE R I E N C E ST. J O H N SCHO O L
Summer Learning Academy (June-July)
stjls.org/summer
New for 2020, a virtual learning experience tailored
for your child.

Virtual Tours
stjls.org/tour
Take a virtual tour of St. John School and schedule
a one-on-one meeting with staff.

Webinars for Parents
stjls.org/guides
Weekly webinar series developed to equip parents
with resources for learning (academic, social,
and emotional).

A simple, flexible, and versatile way to ensure our shared ministry can continue its work for years to come
is a gift in your will or living trust, known as a charitable bequest. This can be for a set dollar amount or
a percentage of the value of your estate. By including a bequest to Pathfinder Church, you are ensuring that
we can continue our mission for years to come.

Easy and Flexible Way
Passionate about helping others find a whole life with Jesus, but do not have a will or trust? Approximately 55%
of the population falls into this situation. Just name Pathfinder Church as a beneficiary to receive assets from
your retirement plans or life insurance. You simply fill out a form that is entirely separate from a will – which
makes this approach an easy way to give. It also provides flexibility to review and adjust anytime you want.
These types of legacy gifts can make a lasting difference to the quality of ministry that we can provide.
For many, an estate gift is the largest contribution they are able to give. When you name the church in
your plans, please use our legal name of St. John Evangelical Lutheran Church DBA Pathfinder Church
and our Federal Tax ID: #43-0731521.
We are blessed when we give. Remembering the words the Lord Jesus himself, who said, “It is more blessed to
give than to receive.” - Acts 20:35, NIV

pathfinderstl.org
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S TA F F M E M B E R H I G H L I G H T

What does the social media team look like for Pathfinder?
The team consists of 4 moderators, 5 photographers,
and 2,000+ followers who help share our content.

Describe your typical week at Pathfinder.
Multiple cups of coffee each day, that’s typical, but
my weeks are never boring or slow. There is always
a new project, social media campaign, or strategy that
needs to be developed. The fast-paced, always moving
environment is typical for me, but that is why I love
what I do. Keeps me on my toes.

Why does social media matter for our church?

@K E L L I P O R TA
S o c i a l M e d i a & M a r ke t i n g S p e c i a l i s t

What is your role at Pathfinder Church?
I’m the Social Media and Marketing Specialist for
both Pathfinder Church and St. John School. I was
previously one of the graphic designers here before
starting this new journey.

Lightning Round:
Spouse: Alex (7 years)
Pets: 2 cats, Hook & Belle

What's your background?

Favorite YouTube Channel: Boho Beautiful

I have a Bachelor of Arts degree in graphic design
and digital filmmaking, and since earning my degree,
I’ve worn (and still wear) multiple hats. I’ve worked as
a designer, video editor, and a marketer for in-house
companies and ad agencies, plus plenty of freelancing.
Projects range from business cards for local businesses
to training videos for major corporations.

Favorite Instagram Account: @natgeotravel

What do you love about Pathfinder?

Their coffee and pastries are ridiculously good!

The love Pathfinder has for our next generation
and community. From the commitment of our staff,
volunteers, and overall church family to make everyone
feel welcomed, to the countless hours put in to make
events like VBS, 4th of July, and Sounds of Christmas
happen in spectacular fashion—it brings me such joy
and pride to be a part of something this amazing.
Even during this pandemic, our commitment hasn’t
changed. For example, our Eggstravaganza event did
a complete 180 in a short amount of time because we
still wanted to have something for everyone.
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We are in front of people, digitally, now more than
ever. This is a time to let people know who we are,
how we can help, and how they can take the next step.
For those who are just curious about our community,
this is a time when they can explore and see who
we are because we have provided them with videos,
images, quotes, links, and resources. As more people
share social media content, the more likely it is that
someone will see it and check us out!
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Favorite Book: The Lost Symbol by Dan Brown
Favorite Movie: The Princess Bride
Favorite Band: Matt & Kim
Favorite Song: Saltwater by Geowulf
Favorite Food or Restaurant: Upshot Coffee!

Favorite STL Destination: Busch Stadium. Go Cards!
Favorite Vacation: Disney World
Favorite Hobby: Nature photography
Favorite Quote: "Keep Moving Forward" – Walt Disney
Hidden Talent: I don’t always cook or bake, but when
I do, I make some amazing snickerdoodles!

SHARON
HUTSON

TEAM
MEMBER SINCE 1985

Convenience Stores

For Every Move You Make.

D:314.614.4575
O:636.227.3456

SEE WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING!
“Mrs. Sharon Hutson is, without a doubt, the most
professional, resourceful and knowledgeable real estate
agent with whom we’ve ever worked. She has an intuitive
sense of what needs to be done to attain the best results for
her clients. We commend her personal and professional
services without qualification.”
- Steve...?

www.SharonHutson.com

14181 Manchester Road
2401 Hwy 109
15670 Manchester Road

